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APPENDIX TWO 

 

Park Audit Tool 

 

Observation details 

Date:________________Time:_______________ Observer: ________________ Real time UVI_____ 

Street: _________________________ Suburb: _____________________________________ 

Access 

1. Are there 2 or more points of entry to the park?    �1 YES    �2 NO 

    

2. Is there a designated cycle path/trail link to the park? �1 YES    �2 NO 

3. Is there public transport within one block of the park? �1 YES    �2 NO 

4. Are there car parking facilities within the park?  �1 YES    �2 NO 

5. Estimate the total number of car spaces available?  �1 1-20  �2 21-50 �3 >50 

6. Are there zebra crossings along roads abutting the park? �1 YES    �2 NO 

7. Is there a lighting source for the parking area?  �1 YES    �2 NO 

Dogs 

8. What signs about dog use are present in the park? (tick all that apply) 

�0 No signs specifying whether dogs are allowed in the park   �1 Signs say dogs are NOT allowed  

�2 Signs say dogs must be ON a leash  �3 Signs for “off leash area” �4 Signs for seasonal restrictions 

9. Are there any signs specifying that dog owners must dispose of pet droppings? �1 YES �2 NO 

10. Are dog litter bags provided?    �1 YES    �2 NO 

11. Is there a defined off-leash dog area?   �1 YES    �2 NO 

12. Is this…   �1Fenced  �2Tree lined border  �3Other (specify)_______________ 

Lighting and safety 

13. Are there any light sources in the park?   �1 YES    �2 NO 

14. Do houses face at least one side of the park?  �1 YES    �2 NO 

15. Standing in the centre of the park can you  

see facing houses and/or streets?    �1 YES    �2 NO 

16. Is there lighting in the playground area/s?   �1 YES    �2 NO  

Aesthetics  

17. Are there trees in the park?     �1 YES  �2 NO (if no skip to q19)  

18. Estimate the approximate number of trees 

�1 1-50  �2 50-100  �3 More than 100  

19. What sounds do you hear in the park? (Tick all that apply.) 

�1 Water  �2 Birds  �3 Traffic �4 Construction/maintenance �5 Voices �6 
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Music �7 Other 

(specify):___________________________________________________________________ 

20.  What type of water features are present? (tick all that apply) 

�1 Natural ponds/wetland �2 Built ponds (with or without fountain) �3 Lake  �4 River  

�5 Stream/creek  �6 Built fountain �7 No water features 

�8Other__________________  

21. Are there any drainage issues or boggy areas in the park?  �1 YES  �2 NO    

22. Where are these issues located? __________________________________________ 

23. Are there any formal garden beds?    �1 YES  �2 NO  
 

24. If yes, describe the type of plantings by indicating the amount of the following: 

Plant     None  Few  Some  A lot 

Ornamental trees   �0   �1  �2  �3 

Eucalypt trees    �0   �1  �2  �3 

Native grasses    �0   �1  �2  �3 

Other native plants   �0   �1  �2  �3 

Formal garden beds   �0   �1  �2  �3 

Arid/drought tolerant plantings  �0   �1  �2  �3 

Ornamental flowers and shrubs  �0   �1  �2  �3 

25. How much litter is present? 

�0 None  �1 Very little  �2 Some �3 A moderate amount  �4 A lot  

26. Are any rubbish bins overflowing?  �1 Yes  �2 No  �999 No bins  

27. How much “risky” litter is visible? [Includes e.g. alcohol containers, broken glass etc.] 

�0 None  �1 Very little  �2 Some �3 A moderate amount  �4 A lot  

28. How much graffiti is visible? 

�0 None  �1 Very little  �2 Some �3 A moderate amount  �4 A lot  

Anti-graffiti fence tree paintings 

29. Are there fences painted with anti-graffiti border trees? �1 YES   �2 NO 

Amenities 

30. Are there drinking fountains in the park?   �1 YES   �2 NO (skip to 32) 

31. Rate the functionality of the drinking fountains 

�0 None are functional  �1 Most are non-functional  �2 About ½ are functional 

�3 Most are functional  �4 They are all functional   �5 Unable to assess 

32. What are the sources of shade? (tick all that apply) 

�0 No shade �1 Trees �2 Shelters �3 Shade sail �4 Other (specify): __________________ 

33. Number of benches/seats? ________  (Write 0 if no benches/seats)  

34. Rate the general condition of the benches/seats 

�1 Poor  �2 Below average �3 Average �4 Above average �5 Excellent 

35.  Number of picnic tables? ________ (Write 0 if no picnic tables)  
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36. Rate the general condition of the picnic tables 

�1 Poor  �2 Below average �3 Average �4 Above average �5 Excellent 

37. Are there any BBQs?      �1 YES  �2 NO (skip to 39)  

38. Are the BBQs clean?      �1 YES  �2 NO  �999 None  

39. Are there bike racks?      �1 YES  �2 NO (skip to 41)  

40. Rate the functionality of the bike racks 

�0 None are functional  �1 Most are non-functional  �2 About ½ are functional 

�3 Most are functional  �4 They are all functional   �5 Unable to assess 

Paths with the park 

41. Are there paths or cycleways within the park?  �1 YES  �2 NO (skip to q 49)  

42. Is the path suitable for walking?    �1 YES  �2 NO 

43. Is the path suitable for cycling?    �1 YES  �2 NO 

44. Is there lighting along the paths?    �1 YES  �2 NO 

45. Measure the width of the path 

�1 <0.6m  �2 0.6 – 1.5m   �3 >1.5m  �4 Unable to assess 

46. What is the surface of the path made of? 

�1 Smooth (e.g. asphalt, concrete) �2 Particulate (e.g. gravel, sand)   �3 Dirt 

�4 Grass    �5 Other (specify)___________________  

�6 Unable to assess___________________ 

47. Is the path shaded? 

�0 Not at all �1 Some �2 All 

48. Describe the placement of the paths within the park (tick all that apply) 

�1 Perimeter, all sides  �2 Perimeter, some sides �3 Diagonal  �4 Radial 

�5 Radial   �6 Path around water feature �7 Path leading to playground 

�8 Other (please specify) ____________________________________ 

Activity areas within the park 

49. Number of courts/half courts: _________  (tick all that apply) 

�1 Basketball �2 Netball �3 Tennis �4 Other (specify) ______________________  

 

50. Please indicate the number of the following goals/nets 

A) Cricket net/pitches ___________ 

B) Football goal posts  ___________ 

C) Soccer nets   ___________ 

D) Basketball rings  ___________ 

E) Netball rings  ___________ 

F) Other (specify)   ___________________________  

 

51. Other facilities: (tick all that apply) 

�1 Club rooms for sporting clubs  �2 Athletics track  �3 Other track and field 

�4 Skateboarding facility   �5 BMX track/facility  �6 Part courts 

�7 Indoor sports/recreation complex �8 Flat, grassy area  �9 Trees suitable to climb 

�10 Areas to play hide and seek (bushy areas) �11 Other (specify)_________________________________ 
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Playgrounds 

Only answer if playground is present. Repeat these question if there is more than one playground. 

Playground area 1 location_______________________________________  

[Poor=old/deteriorated; Adequate=not new/but tidy; Good/excellent= new/attractive/good condition]  

TYPE PRESENT CONDITION 

SHADED 

NOW? 

  
 

YES NO POOR ADEQUATE 

GOOD/ 

EXCELLENT  YES NO 

52.1 Equipment               

a) activity panel □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

b) bridges/tunnels □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

c) climbing wall □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

d) cubby house □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

e) track glide □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

f) hanging bars/rings □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

g) horizontal bar □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

h) monkey bars □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

i) rocker □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

i) merry-go-round □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

k) sandpit □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

l) see-saw □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

m) slide □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

n) swing □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

o) fireman’s pole □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

p) adventure p/ground  □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

q) climbing apparatus □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

r) other □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

52.2 Suitable for 8 -10 yo □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

52.3 Suitable for 11-15 yo □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

52.4 Are there any places for a child to stand on over 6ft high (>1.8m)? [Use tape measure] 

�1 YES (highest point >1.8m) �2 NO (highest point ≤1.8m)  

52.5 Is the playground surrounded by a fence? 

�0 No fence  �1 All equipment surrounded by a fence �2 part of it has a fence around  

52.6 Is the playground shaded?   

�1 No shade  �2 Partial shade   �3 Total shade  

52.7 What is the source of shade?  

�1Trees   �2 Built roofed structure  �3 Shade sail 

�4  Pergola   �5   wall/fence structure �6  No shade  

52.8 Surface of playground: 

�1 Dirt  �2 Gravel �3 Grass �4 Concrete �5 Rubber 

52.9 Rate the condition of the surfaces under the playground: 

�1 Poor  �2 Below average �3 Average �4 Above average �5 Excellent 
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Playground area 2 location_______________________________________  

[Poor=old/deteriorated; Adequate=not new/but tidy; Good/excellent= new/attractive/good condition] 

TYPE PRESENT CONDITION 

SHADED 

NOW? 

  
 

YES NO POOR ADEQUATE 

GOOD/ 

EXCELLENT  YES NO 

53.1 Equipment               

a) activity panel □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

b) bridges/tunnels □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

c) climbing wall □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

d) cubby house □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

e) track glide □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

f) hanging bars/rings □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

g) horizontal bar □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

h) monkey bars □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

i) rocker □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

i) merry-go-round □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

k) sandpit □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

l) see-saw □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

m) slide □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

n) swing □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

o)fireman’s pole □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

p) adventure p/ground  □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

q) climbing apparatus □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

r) other □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

53.2  Suitable for 8 -10 yo □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

53.3 Suitable for 11-15 yo □1 □2  □1 □2 □3 □1 □2  

53.4 Are there any places for a child to stand on over 6ft high (>1.8m)? [Use tape measure] 

�1 YES (highest point >1.8m) �2 NO (highest point ≤1.8m)  

53.5 Is the playground surrounded by a fence? 

�0 No fence  �1 All equipment surrounded by a fence �2 part of it has a fence around  

53.6 Is the playground shaded?   

�1 No shade  �2 Partial shade   �3 Total shade  

53.7 What is the source of shade?  

�1Trees   �2 Built roofed structure  �3 Shade sail 

�4  Pergola   �5   wall/fence structure �6  No shade  

53.8 Surface of playground: 

�1 Dirt  �2 Gravel �3 Grass �4 Concrete �5 Rubber  

53.9 Rate the condition of the surfaces under the playground: 

�1 Poor  �2 Below average �3 Average �4 Above average �5 Excellent 
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Shade availability at Key Areas 

 

Time commence shade observations ______ 

 No. What is the       What is the condition of the built shade? 

  extent of shade  

  (% of shadow Poor Adequate Good/excellent 

  cast) over area?  [1=old/deteriorated; 2=not new/but tidy; 3= new/attractive/good condition] 

Over playground equipment areas: 

Describe shade from shade-sails 54.1 _____ 54.2_____ 54.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe the shade from roofed structures 55.1 _____ 55.2 _____ 55.3     □1 □2 □3 

Describe other man-made e.g. wall shade 56.1 _____ 56.2 _____ 56.3     □1 □2 □3 

Are there any portable shade structures in the area 57.1 _____ 57.2 _____                          N/A 

List type of portable shade e.g. marquee, portable umbrella _________________________________ 

Describe the natural shade e.g. nearby trees No. (% shadow) 58.3  What is the shade density? 

   [Can see the tree shade density is Light = a lot; Moderate=some/dappled;  

 58.1 _____ 58.2 _____ Heavy= no light reaching the structure/ground]  

   Light Moderate Heavy 

   □1 □2 □3 
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 No. What is the  What is the condition of the built shade? 

  extent of shade  

  (% of shadow Poor Adequate Good/excellent 

  cast) over area?  [1=old/deteriorated; 2=not new/but tidy; 3= new/attractive/good condition] 

Over playground seating areas: 

Describe shade from shade-sails 59.1 _____ 59.2 _____ 59.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe the shade from roofed structures 60.1 _____ 60.2 _____ 60.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe other man-made e.g. wall shade 61.1 _____ 61.2 _____ 61.3      □1 □2 □3 

Are there any portable shade structures in the area 62.1 _____ 62.2 _____                         N/A 

List type of portable shade e.g. marquee, portable umbrella _________________________________ 

Describe the natural shade e.g. nearby trees No. (% shadow) 63.1  What is the shade density? 

   [Can see the tree shade density is Light = a lot; Moderate=some/dappled;  

 63.1 _____ 63.2 _____ Heavy= no light reaching the structure/ground]  

   Light Moderate Heavy 

   □1 □2 □3 
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 No. What is the   What is the condition of the built shade? 

  extent of shade  

  (% of shadow Poor Adequate Good/excellent 

  cast) over area?  [1=old/deteriorated; 2=not new/but tidy; 3= new/attractive/good condition] 

Over BBQ areas: 

Describe shade from shade-sails 64.1 _____ 64.2 _____ 64.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe the shade from roofed structures 65.1 _____ 65.2 _____ 65.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe other man-made e.g. wall shade 66.1 _____ 66.2 _____ 66.3      □1 □2 □3 

Are there any portable shade structures in the area 67.1 _____ 67.2 _____                         N/A 

List type of portable shade e.g. marquee, portable umbrella _________________________________ 

Describe the natural shade e.g. nearby trees No. (% shadow) 68.3 What is the shade density? 

   [Can see the tree shade density is Light = a lot; Moderate=some/dappled;  

 68.1 _____ 68.2 _____ Heavy= no light reaching the structure/ground]  

   Light Moderate Heavy 

   □1 □2 □3 
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Time complete shade observations ______ 

 No. What is the  What is the condition of the built shade? 

  extent of shade  

  (% of shadow Poor Adequate Good/excellent 

  cast) over area?  [1=old/deteriorated; 2=not new/but tidy; 3= new/attractive/good condition] 

Over picnic tables: 

Describe shade from shade-sails 69.1 _____ 69.2 _____ 69.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe the shade from roofed structures 70.1 _____ 70.2 _____ 70.3      □1 □2 □3 

Describe other man-made e.g. wall shade 71.1 _____ 71.2 _____ 71.3      □1 □2 □3 

Are there any portable shade structures in the area 72.1 _____ 72.2 _____                         N/A 

List type of portable shade e.g. marquee, portable umbrella _________________________________ 

Describe the natural shade e.g. nearby trees No. (% shadow) 73.3 What is the shade density? 

   [Can see the tree shade density is Light = a lot; Moderate=some/dappled;  

 73.1 _____ 73.2 _____ Heavy= no light reaching the structure/ground]  

   Light Moderate Heavy 

   □1 □2 □3 
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Appendix 1    Sketch the layout of the facilities and amenities, equipment, garden beds, features, shade etc. Label P/G1 & 2, BBQs, picnic tables, basketball 

court/s and other sports equipment. [Note number of playgrounds____] 

 

 

 

 

 


